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New York City is retiring many of its Cold War-era signs designating certain indoor

spaces as "nuclear fallout shelters."

There are thousands of the signs around the �ve boroughs, but o�cials say they're

misleading, and no longer denoate active shelters. That's because it's been

decades since anyone has taken care of the facilities, which were designed to

protect people from radioactive debris that falls from the sky following a nuclear

explosion.

Je� Schlegelmilch of Columbia University's National Center for Disaster

Preparedness says now that nuclear tensions with North Korea are on the rise

again, it's important to make sure there's no confusion.

"People are really noticing them again," says Schlegelmilch, "and there is a real

danger of creating a perception that these shelters exist and that they're

somewhere you could go, only to �nd out that in the shadow of a mushroom cloud

you're walking up to a locked door."

While the threat of nuclear warfare hasn't necessarily gone away, city o�cials want

the signage removed to avoid any confusion.

Hear WNYC host Sean Carson discuss the end of the fallout shelter era with

reporter Jordan Gass-Poore.
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WNYC News

New York Set to Revise Role of School Safety Agents
Students are pressing the city to clarify safety agents' jobs so they stay out of school
discipline and health issues they're not trained to handle.     Jul 3, 2018
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Would Capping Uber Hurt New Yorkers?
Instead of trying to contain the amount of Ubers on the city's streets, some liberals
are promoting the growth of ride-sharing apps as a civil rights issue. Jul 31, 2018
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99% Invisible

318- Fire and Rain
Nestled between the mountains and the ocean, right next to Santa Barbara, sits
Montecito, California. The region endures a major �re approximately once every 10
years. For this lands... Aug 8, 2018
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Listener-supported WNYC is the home for independent journalism and

courageous conversation on air and online. Broadcasting live from New

York City on 93.9 FM and AM 820 and available online and on the go.
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